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Thought leadership is so 2010. In the healthcare industry, it's become pretty clear that just
because a company has a point of view it wants to advance, it doesn't mean others will join in, or
even listen. In 2011, the smartest companies will talk less and listen more. They will focus less
on thought leadership and more on being thought partners.
Thought partnership is pretty simple -- it's the process of convening others to help answer big
questions. Being a thought leader still sounds good, but the days when a single company can
frame and shape collective action are long past. Especially in healthcare, a thought partner knows
that the big problems can't be solved in isolation, and assembles like-minded parties to tackle
problems together. There are three fundamental differences between thought leadership and
thought partnership.
Thought leadership begins with
a stake in the ground. Thought
partnership begins with a
question.
The challenges facing the
healthcare sector -- from
preserving innovation to care
delivery to affordable access -are too thorny for any single
solution or any one entity to
solve. Corporations that are true
though partners start by
examining how their commercial
interests align with bigger
societal issues, and then find
common ground with stakeholders to achieve mutual ends. The questions start and don't stop:
what is the biggest challenge to solving this issue? How should we tackle it together? Can we
agree on this goal? What are your thoughts on achieving success?

Thought leadership is a statement. Thought partnership is dialogue.
Thought partners bring people together to tackle hard issues. They convene groups, debate
actions, and align stakeholders around solutions that can be advocated collectively. Thought
leaders have agendas; thought partners build agendas collaboratively with other stakeholders.
Thought partners don't confuse “sponsorship” with “partnership.” Financial commitment is
important, but thought partners also roll up their sleeves. Thought partnership is as much about
joining conversations, sharing information, and spending time in the trenches with allies as it is
about opening the checkbook.
Though leadership has a single winner. Thought partnership has lots of winners.
Thought leadership is successful if an individual or company's reputation is strengthened around
a certain issue. Thought partners measure success not only by how much they win, but by how
many of their partners win, too. A thought partner's success is achieved when a greater good is
served. By putting the message above the messenger, thought partners build loyalty, trust, and
preference -- the ultimate goal of reputation.
The best definition of thought leadership I ever heard was from Peter Verrengia, president of
CCW: “First, have a thought. Then, be prepared to lead.” The problem is, there is no guarantee
you'll be followed. In healthcare, thought partnership is a better option for achieving positive
external exposure, enhanced corporate reputation, and helpful alliances that support mutual
success.
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